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ABSTRACT
Eukaryotic genome is, not only linearly but also spatially, organized into non-random architecture. Though the linear organization of

genes and their epigenetic descriptors are well characterized, the relevance of their spatial organization is beginning to unfold only recently.

It is increasingly being recognized that physical interactions among distant genomic elements could serve as an important mean to

eukaryotic genome regulation. With the advent of proximity ligation based techniques coupled with next generation sequencing, it

is now possible to explore whole genome chromatin interactions at high resolution. Emerging data on genome-wide chromatin interactions

suggest that distantly located genes are not independent entities and instead cross-talk with each other in an extensive manner,

supporting the notion of ‘‘chromatin interaction networks’’. Moreover, the data also advance the field to ‘‘3-dimensional (3D) chromatin

structure and dynamics’’, which would enable molecular biologists to explore the spatiotemporal regulation of genome. In this

article, we introduce a stepwise topological transformation of genome from 1-dimension (1D, linear) to 2-dimension (2D, networks) to

3-dimension (3D, architecture) and discuss how such transformations could advance our understanding of genome biology. J. Cell. Biochem.

112: 2218–2221, 2011. � 2011 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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T he availability of complete genome sequences and the rapid

evolution of high throughput techniques had facilitated the

genomic and epigenomic annotations of eukaryotic genomes. We

now understand the non-random linear organization of genes and

their epigenetic states in distinct species [Hurst et al., 2004; Davila

Lopez et al., 2010]. Most of the available annotations are primarily

1D in the form of linear chromosomal coordinates of genes and

associated regulatory elements. It was being assumed, for decades,

that distantly located genes, especially those from different

chromosomes, were autonomous transcriptional units on their

own. However, the evidences accumulated in last decade nearly

abandon this assumption and suggest that genes, like most other

components in the real world, have intrinsic property to interact

with each other and with other regulatory elements. Multiple distant

enhancers (multipartite) could loop on to a single gene promoter and

a single enhancer could dynamically interact with multiple gene

promoters [Lomvardas et al., 2006; Deschenes et al., 2007]. Several

genes from different chromosomes could converge at discrete foci in

the nucleus [Osborne et al., 2004; Xu and Cook, 2008; Schoenfelder

et al., 2009]. Interestingly, distant interactions could associate with

alteration in transcriptional and other epigenetic states of the genes

suggesting the functional nature of some, if not most, of these

interactions [Lomvardas et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 2006; Sandhu et al.,

2009]. It is also being speculated that chromatin interactions might

play a crucial role in other essential nuclear processes like

replication [Kitamura et al., 2006], DNA repair [Lisby et al., 2001;

Lin et al., 2009], and chimeric transcription [Unneberg and Claverie,

2007]. Progressive innovations of proximity ligation assays, which

include 3C [Dekker et al., 2002], 4C [Simonis et al., 2006; Zhao et al.,

2006], 5C [Dostie et al., 2006], and more recently Hi-C [Lieberman-

Aiden et al., 2009] and ChIA-PET [Fullwood et al., 2009], have

enabled the identification of physical interactions among distant

genomic loci from a local to global scale. As a result, large scale

chromatin interaction data has started to populate and molecular

biologists would soon require novel strategies and computational

approaches, besides the present ones, to understand the epigenetic

regulation of genome mediated through extensive chromatin

interactions. To address such challenges, here we discuss a few
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strategies. First, we propose the concept of ‘‘chromatin interaction

networks’’ as a mechanism to regulate genomic functions, and

second, we outline a framework, which would be instrumental to

analyze the chromatin interaction and associated epigenetic data in

3D conformation.

Networks provide a 2D understanding of 1D genomic information

in the form of nodes and their inter-connections (edges) [fig. 1]. Ever

since the discovery of scale freeness of real world networks, which

states that there would be very few nodes with large number of

connections, i.e., hubs, while most others would have fewer

connections [Albert et al., 2000; Barabási and Bonabeau, 2003;

Barabasi and Oltvai, 2004], molecular biologists are fascinated to

gain systems insight to cellular regulations. Metabolic networks,

protein–protein interaction networks, gene regulatory networks are

extensively being studied; however, networks in the context of

chromatin interactions have been lacking largely due to the lack of

genome scale datasets. Now, with the availability of such datasets

[Fullwood et al., 2009; Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009; Duan et al.,

2010], we could apply the concepts of network science to chromatin

interactions. A brief analysis of RNAPII bound chromatin inter-

actome recently solved by ChIA-PET technique suggests that

chromatin interaction networks also follow scale free distribution

of number of interactions per locus, which suggests the presence of

‘‘genomic hubs’’ having disproportionately large number of

chromatin interactions. The data also hints at another interesting

aspect, the fractal hierarchy of chromatin structures starting from

gene loops at very local level, to distant enhancer–promoter

interactions at middle level and long range cis and trans enhancer–

promoter and promoter–promoter interactions at top level,

suggesting the possibility of ‘‘hierarchical networks’’ of chromatin

interactions. As more data accumulate in future, these observations

could be scrutinized. Though very preliminary, these observations

might open up new prospects in the field. For example, ‘‘hubs’’ in the

chromatin interaction networks would suggest a possible emergence

of ‘‘pleiotropy’’ mediated by chromatin interaction networks. In

fact, there are certain reports which hint at such pleiotropy in the

system [Steidl et al., 2007; Sandhu et al., 2009]. Analysis of network

descriptors (betweenness, closeness, transitivity, modularity, etc)

and dynamics (date/party interactions, perturbation analysis,

evolution, etc) under distinct normal and diseased conditions could

serve as one of the future directions in the field. Moreover, with the

realization that real world networks are often interdependent i.e.,

‘‘network of networks’’ [Buldyrev et al., 2010; Parshani et al., 2010],

it would be interesting to explore the cross-talk of chromatin

interaction networks with other cellular networks like that of

protein–protein interactions bridging the distant chromatin loci or

neighboring signaling networks altering the chromatin interactions

remotely. Similarly, chromatin interaction networks could deter-

mine gene co-regulatory network downstream [Schoenfelder et al.,

2009], suggesting that genetic or epigenetic errors in one network

could propagate to other ‘‘interacting’’ networks. Multiple errors

at hub loci, thus, could create mayhem of dysregulations and

compromise with robustness of cellular systems. Therefore, the

networks approach would not only provide a hawk eye view of the

widespread chromatin interactions, but would also enrich naı̈ve

systems knowledge on genome regulation and perturbations therein

mediated by chromatin interactions. Tracking the error propagation

in the ‘‘coupled’’ networks could also help designing the strategies to

keep the cellular networks healthy and robust.

Though transformation 1D genomic information into 2D network

interactions is a significant leap forward, it is still largely an

artificial abstraction of real in situ scenario. To achieve higher

resolution visual insights to genomic conformations and their

regulation, an extension of 2D to 3D would be desirable. This

could be achieved by reconstructing the 3D model of chromatin

fiber or even simulating the dynamics in the 4th dimension (4D) of

Fig. 1. Progressive transformation of 1D genomic information to 2D interaction networks and to 3D chromatin architectures. A: Linear map of genomic and epigenomic data.

B: Chromatin interaction network of Human RNAPII mediated chromatin interaction data and corresponding log–log plot, which is a trademark of scale-free networks. ‘n’ is

number of interactions and ‘f’ is fraction of nodes with ‘n’ interactions. An enlarged sub-network, where colors of the nodes represent genomic loci from distinct chromosomes,

is shown. C: A crude 3D space-filled model of human genome reverse engineered from RNAPII mediated chromatin interaction data. Color depicts different chromosomes.

(All the data shown here are unpublished data from authors’ laboratory).
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time [fig. 1]. Presently, the 3D conformations are, in general, being

represented by 2D graphics. Though it does provide a rough

approximation of chromatin looping, it is far from representing real

in situ conformations. Reverse modeling and visually navigating the

3D conformation of chromatin fiber under the spatial and

biophysical constraints in the nucleus could advance our under-

standing of condition specific or general architectural regulation of

essential genomic functions like transcription. Since chromatin

states also attribute to chromatin mobility, incorporating open,

closed and other chromatin states in the model would be

instrumental in determining the dynamics of a locus of interest.

Several hypotheses could be tested by analyzing 3D structure and

dynamics of genome and novel principles of chromatin folding and

gene regulation may surface. For example, Lieberman-Aiden et al.

(2009) revealed how fractal organization of human genome packs

the chromatin in highly dense but knot-free conformation, which

could allow the rapid storage and retrieval of information in the

genome. More recently, the role of transcription factories in

determining the global chromatin organization was investigated

using Monte Carlo simulation of polymer chains in confined nuclear

space. It was demonstrated that contacts mediated by transcription

factories could explain several global features of 3D genome

organization [Dorier and Stasiak, 2010]. It would also be interesting

to address, partly if not thoroughly, the long standing questions

concerning nuclear reprogramming during cellular differentiation

like that of rod nuclei in nocturnal animals [Solovei et al., 2009],

disease progression, chromatin mobility versus transcriptional

stochasticity/bursts, mechanism of allelic exclusion, etc. by

analyzing 3D conformation of genome and simulating chromatin

dynamics. The limitation presently is the lack of a unified framework

for modeling and simulating the dynamics of chromatin and the

long-range interactions. An integrated platform, which incorporates

reverse engineering of Cartesian coordinates from chromatin

interaction frequency data, the dynamic loop construction, visual

representation at varying resolutions, overlay of other epigenomics

data, 3D BLAST search, cross-comparison of conformations in

differential conditions, and simulating global and local dynamics of

chromatin conformations would help the molecular biologists to

explore the genome architecture and regulation in a way previously

unanticipated.

Thus, the transformation from 1D linear genome to 2D and to 3D

topologies would not only provide additional means to analyze

the chromatin interactions, but might also radically change our

perspectives on genetic and epigenetic control of eukaryotic genome

regulation. We anticipate that the application of these approaches to

the upcoming large-scale chromatin interaction data would uncover

several interesting insights and an integrated systems paradigm

might emerge.
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